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Introduction

Competition by County Soil and Water Conservation Districts
At the request of the Government Oversight Committee, the Ombudsman gathered information 
regarding competition by county Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCD) with small 
business through the sale of products and services.  The goal of the Ombudsman’s review was to 
assist the Government Oversight Committee (Committee) in gaining an objective understanding 
of the issues so the Committee can ascertain whether there is a problem that requires legislation 
this legislative session.  

The Ombudsman focused on gathering specific information from four SWCD offices in central 
Iowa; Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper.  These offices were specifically identified in 
documentation presented to the Government Oversight Committee by affected small business 
owners (contractors), Jon Judson of Diversity Farms and Dan Brouse of Iowa Restorations. 
However, with 100 SWCDs in Iowa,1 each with their own elected commissioners and each with 
different practices, priorities and fundraising activities, what the Ombudsman learned about these 
four counties may not be applicable to all the SWCDs in Iowa.  

The Ombudsman assigned the case to the Assistant Citizens’ Aide/Ombudsman for Small 
Business, Kristie Hirschman.  For reference purposes in this report, actions taken by Ms. 
Hirschman will be ascribed to the Ombudsman. 

Interviews
The Ombudsman visited the SWCD offices in Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper Counties on 
February 1.  The Ombudsman also visited the Madison County SWCD office for comparison 
purposes.  

In addition, the Ombudsman interviewed Jim Gillespie, Director of the Field Services Bureau 
within the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship’s (IDALS) Division of Soil 
Conservation (DSC); Deb Ryan, Executive Director for Conservation Districts of Iowa; 
contractors; individuals who purchased services from these SWCDs; and staff at multiple SWCD 
offices in Iowa.  

Compilation of Information
From the complaint information, the Ombudsman focused on whether the IDALS employees in 
four central-Iowa SWCDs, Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper, were assisting SWCDs in 
competing with private contractors in violation of Iowa Code Chapter 23A.  This review 
included whether the IDALS employees directly assisted in furnishing products or services 
provided by the respective SWCD, as well as whether the SWCDs were in compliance with 
IDALS policy regarding district sales of products and services.  The products and services 

  
1 Each district is organized by county boundaries with the exception of Pottawattamie County, which is divided into 
two districts, east and west.  
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offered by these four county SWCDs include drilling/seeding2 services and the sale of seed. 

In addition, the Ombudsman reviewed whether these four SWCDs were profiting at the expense 
of contractors by furnishing labor, machinery, seed and other materials financed in part with state 
and federal monies.  

The information gathered by the Ombudsman and compiled in this document is divided into 
seven sections:

1) Agency Background Information
a) Division of Soil Conservation of the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land 

Stewardship
b) Soil and Water Conservation Districts
c) USDA Service Centers

2) Funding Application Process
a) Federal Cost-Share Funding
b) State Cost-Share Funding

3) Services Offered by SWCDs to Cooperators3 and Authority to Compete
a) Dallas County SWCD
b) Greene County SWCD
c) Guthrie County SWCD
d) Jasper County SWCD
e) Other SWCDs

4) SWCD Secretary Involvement in the Sale of Services and Products   
5) Compliance with Provisions of DSC Policy Regarding the Sale of Services and Products
6) Cooperators’ Comments Regarding Their Decision to Utilize SWCD Services and Products
7) Are the SWCDs Profiting From the Sale of Products and Services?  

a) State Funded Projects – IFIP, REAP and WSPF
b) Federally Funded Projects – CRP

Each section is followed by the findings and conclusions of the Ombudsman.

Due to the large number of acronyms used in this report, an alphabetical acronym guide sheet is 
included on the following page for your convenience. 

  
2 The terms “drilling” and “seeding” are interchangeable to the extent that they both involve the planting of seed.  A 
drill is actually a specific piece of equipment used to plant seed.  While the term “seeder” may be inclusive of a drill, 
there is also a specific piece of equipment known as a broadcast seeder.  Broadcast seeders are not recommended for 
some types of seeding projects.   
3 Persons utilizing the services and programs of SWCDs are referenced in this report as “cooperators”.  
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Acronym Guide Sheet

CDI – Conservation Districts of Iowa.  CDI 
is a nonprofit 501(c) 3 organization devoted 
to providing educational programs on the 
conservation of soil, water, and other natural 
resources.  Soil and Water Conservation 
Districts pay dues to CDI.

CRP – Conservation Reserve Program.

CREP – Conservation Reserve 
Enhancement Program.

CSP – Conservation Security Program.

DC – District Conservationist.  The DC is 
an employee of the United States 
Department of Agriculture’s Natural 
Resources Conservation Service.

DNR – Department of Natural Resources.

DSC – Division of Soil Conservation. DSC 
is a division of the Iowa Department of 
Agriculture and Land Stewardship. 

EHC – Environmental Habitat Corporation.  
EHC is a non-profit corporation in Greene 
County.

EQIP – Environmental Quality Incentives 
Program.

FSA – Farm Services Agency.  FSA is 
under the authority of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. 

IDALS – Iowa Department of Agriculture 
and Land Stewardship.

IFIP – Iowan Financial Incentives Program.

LWPP – Local Water Protection Program.

NRCS – Natural Resources Conservation 
Service. NRCS is under the authority of the 
United States Department of Agriculture.

REAP – Resource Enhancement and 
Protection.

SWCD – Soil and Water Conservation 
Districts.  There are 100 SWCDs in Iowa, 
one in each county with the exception of 
Pottawattamie County which is divided into 
east and west SWCDs.

SRF – State Revolving Fund.

USDA – United States Department of 
Agriculture.

WHIP – Wildlife Habitat Incentives 
Program.

WPF – Water Protection Fund.

WRP – Wetland Reserve Program.

WSPF – Watershed Protection Fund.
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1) Agency Background Information
Iowa Code Chapter 161A, known and cited as the “Soil Conservation Districts Law”, governs 
the Division of Soil Conservation of the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship 
and Soil and Water Conservation Districts.  Section 161A.2 specifically states the following:  

161A.2  DECLARATION OF POLICY.
It is hereby declared to be the policy of the legislature to integrate the conservation of soil 
and water resources into the production of agricultural commodities to insure the long-
term protection of the soil and water resources of the state of Iowa, and to encourage the 
development of farm management and agricultural practices that are consistent with the 
capability of the land to sustain agriculture, and thereby to preserve natural resources, 
control floods, prevent impairment of dams and reservoirs, assist and maintain the 
navigability of rivers and harbors, preserve wildlife, protect the tax base, protect public 
lands and promote the health, safety and public welfare of the people of this state.

a) Division of Soil Conservation of the Iowa Department of Agriculture and 
Land Stewardship

According to the Division of Soil Conservation’s (DSC) webpage4: 

The Division of Soil Conservation is responsible for state leadership in the protection and 
management of soil, water and mineral resources, assisting soil and water conservation 
districts and private landowners to meet their agricultural and environmental protection 
needs.

The DSC within the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship’s (IDALS)5 is 
“established within the department to perform the functions conferred upon it in chapters 
161A through 161C, 161E, 161F, 207, and 208.”6 Some of the duties and powers of the DSC 
as it applies to the DSC’s relationship with the SWCDs are found in §161A.4 (4):

4.  In addition to other duties and powers conferred upon the division of soil 
conservation, the division has the following duties and powers:

a.  To offer assistance as appropriate to the commissioners of soil and water 
conservation districts in carrying out any of their powers and programs.
b.  To take notice of each district's long-range resource conservation plan 
established under section 161A.7, in order to keep the commissioners of each of the 
several districts informed of the activities and experience of all other districts, and 
to facilitate an interchange of advice and experience between such districts and 
cooperation between them.
c.  To coordinate the programs of the soil and water conservation districts so far as 
this may be done by advice and consultation.

  
4 http://www.agriculture.state.ia.us/soilconservation.html Accessed March 20, 2006
5 Actions taken by the DSC may be ascribed to IDALS in this report. 
6 §161A.4(1)
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d.  To secure the cooperation and assistance of the United States and any of its 
agencies, and of agencies of this state, in the work of such districts.
e.  To disseminate information throughout the state concerning the activities and 
program of the soil and water conservation districts.
f. To render financial aid and assistance to soil and water conservation districts for 
the purpose of carrying out the policy stated in this chapter.
g.  To assist each soil and water conservation district in developing a district soil 
and water resource conservation plan as provided under section 161A.7.  The plan 
shall be developed according to rules adopted by the division to preserve and 
protect the public interest in the soil and water resources of this state for future 
generations and for this purpose to encourage, promote, facilitate, and where such 
public interest requires, to mandate the conservation and proper control of and use 
of the soil and water resources of this state, by measures including, but not limited 
to, the control of floods, the control of erosion by water or by wind, the 
preservation of the quality of water for its optimum use for agricultural, irrigation, 
recreational, industrial, and domestic purposes, all of which shall be presumed to be 
conducive to the public health, convenience, and welfare, both present and future.
h.  To file the district soil and water resource conservation plans as part of a state 
soil and water resource conservation plan.  The state plan shall contain on a 
statewide basis the information required for a district plan under this section.
i. To establish a position of state drainage coordinator for drainage districts and 
drainage and levee districts which will keep the management of those districts 
informed of the activities and experience of all other such districts and facilitate an 
interchange of advice, experience and cooperation among the districts, coordinate 
by advice and consultation the programs of the districts, secure the cooperation and 
assistance of the United States and its agencies and of the agencies of this state and 
other states in the work of the districts, disseminate information throughout the 
state concerning the activities and programs of the districts and provide other 
appropriate assistance to the districts.

In addition, §161A.4(5) requires the DSC, in consultation with the commissioners of the 
SWCDs, to “conduct a biennial review to survey the availability of private soil and water 
conservation control contractors in each district.”  The DSC is required to post the findings of 
the review on its website.7

The DSC operates in accordance with policies established by the State Soil Conservation 
Committee and is divided into three bureaus; Field Services Bureau, Mines and Mineral 
Bureau and Water Resources Bureau.  The Field Services Bureau oversees DSC’s statutory 
responsibilities related to Iowa’s SWCDs.  Jim Gillespie is the Bureau Chief.   

  
7 http://www.agriculture.state.ia.us/swcdcontractors.htm Accessed March 20, 2006
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According to its website, Field Services Bureau programs include:

• Cooperative Soil Survey
• Cost Share
• Field Office Staff
• Iowa Buffer Initiative
• Local Water Protection Program
• No Interest Loans
• Water Quality Protection Practices
• Water Quality Protection Projects

Aside from the Cooperative Soil Survey, the balance of the programs listed above provide 
funding for conservation practices.8 Some of the applications for these programs are 
approved at the DSC level and some are approved by the local SWCD.  All monies for 
conservation projects are paid by the DSC directly to the cooperator, regardless of whether 
the individual funding application is approved by the local SWCDs.  

The DSC employs secretaries in each of the 100 SWCDs. Each SWCD is also served by one 
of three DSC field representatives.  The DSC field representatives are directly responsible for 
supervising the state employees housed in SWCD offices, including the secretary, as well as 
providing assistance regarding state funds and other relevant issues.  

b) Soil and Water Conservation Districts
Chapter 161A details the statutory authority for SWCDs.9 The 100 SWCDs are each 
governed by a board of five elected commissioners.  These commissioners administer the 
state funded soil conservation and water quality programs in their respective counties.  
According to IDALS website:10

Each SWCD is unique in the resource conservation problems it addresses and the way it 
chooses to package and deliver programs to landowners, farm operators, and local 
communities.  Types of program activities conducted by soil and water conservation 
districts with support from the Division of Soil Conservation and other partners include:

• Implementation of Iowa financial incentive programs
• Development of soil and water resource conservation plans
• Development and implementation of water quality protection projects
• Establishing soil loss limits
• Administering soil loss complaints
• Carrying out conservation education programs in schools
• Conducting demonstrations and field days

  
8 There are also three funding programs administered by the Water Resources Bureau within IDALS; the 
Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP), the Watershed Protection Program and Ag Drainage Well 
Closure Program.  
9 The Iowa General Assembly passed enabling legislation in 1939 and the 48th General Assembly was responsible 
for the Conservation Districts law and establishment of the State Soil Conservation Committee.  
10 http://www.agriculture.state.ia.us/swcdistricts.htm Accessed March 20, 2006
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The state funded programs approved by the SWCD commissioners include, but are not 
limited to, State Cost Share (IFIP), Resource Enhancement and Protection (REAP), and 
Watershed Protection (WSPF).  These three programs are the primary programs utilizing 
seed, drilling equipment and nursery stock.  

As noted earlier, DSC employs secretaries in each of the 100 SWCDs.  In addition, through a 
variety of funding sources, including the DSC’s Buffer/District Initiative, SWCDs may 
employ one or more Soil Conservation Technicians.   

Each SWCD also receives approximately $2000 from IDALS to reimburse SWCD 
commissioners for administrative expenses, including, but not limited to, travel expenses, 
technical training and professional dues.11 Program monies approved for federally or state 
funded conservation projects on private property are not deposited in SWCD accounts; the 
checks for these projects are made out to the cooperators by the federal government and/or 
the DSC.

The fifth paragraph of §161A.6 states the following regarding SWCD commissioners’ 
financial responsibilities:

The commissioners shall provide for the execution of surety bonds for all employees and 
officers who shall be entrusted with funds or property; shall provide for the keeping of a 
full and accurate record of all proceedings and of all resolutions, regulations, and orders 
issued or adopted; and shall regularly report to the division a summary of financial 
information regarding moneys controlled by the commissioners, which are not audited by 
the state, according to rules adopted by the division.

According to the [SWCD] Commissioner Handbook12, the SWCD commissioner holding the 
office of treasurer is required to submit a financial statement of all district funds, both state 
and local, in the SWCD’s Annual Report to the public and to the DSC.  In addition, the 
treasurer arranges “for a commissioner supervised annual audit of district funds, within 90 
days after fiscal or calendar year end" and a copy of this annual audit is provided to the DSC.

A survey conducted by DSC in 2004 indicates that 68 of the 100 SWCDs provided one of the 
following services or products: drill/seeder, tree planter, mower, fabric check, seed, 

  
11 During the 2005 Legislative Session, three bills were enacted that appropriated monies to reimburse SWCD 
commissioners for administrative expenses.  SF 71 was a supplemental appropriation for FY04-05 requiring IDALS 
to use $250,000 from the Environment First Fund to reimburse commissioners.  HF 808 appropriated the same 
amount for the same purpose fo FY  05-06 but HF 882 reduced that amount by $50,000.  SF 2012 was subsequently 
introduced on January 10, 2006 and provides a supplemental appropriation of $150,000 from the general fund to
IDALS for FY 05-06.  SF 2012 was not voted out of committee prior to the funnel deadline.  
HF 2540 was passed by the House Appropriation Committee on February 22, 2006  and includes an increase of 
$50,000 (from $200,000 to $250,000) “[f]or purposes of reimbursing commissioners of soil and water conservation 
districts for administrative expenses including but not limited to travel expenses, technical training, and professional 
dues” for FY 07.  As of March 8, HF 2540 was assigned to a Senate Appropriations Subcommittee.  
12 The Commissioner Handbook was written “in joint cooperation” by IDALS, DSC, NRCS and CDI.  It is available 
on CDI’s website at http://www.cdiowa.org/resources.html.  Accessed March 20, 2006
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trees/shrubs.  These products and services are discussed in further detail in Section 3 of this 
document, Services Offered by SWCDs to Cooperators and Authority to Compete. 

c) USDA Service Centers
IDALS, each SWCD, and the United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) have signed a “Cooperative Working Agreement” 
to supplement an existing “Mutual Agreement” defining their relationship and 
responsibilities.  The DSC’s 2003 Conservation Program Summary describes the 
arrangement between the government agencies as follows:

Iowa’s Unique Conservation Partnership

Iowa’s 100 Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs), USDA’s Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS), and the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land 
Stewardship’s Division of Soil Conservation (DSC) have been working on conservation 
and environmental issues since the 1940’s.  This Conservation Partnership works with 
rural landowners and operators to reduce erosion, enhance production and improve water 
quality. Voluntary efforts protect the landscape and prevent millions of tons of sediment 
from reaching Iowa’s waterways.  Urban conservation programs reduce the impacts from 
construction and stormwater runoff.

Iowa’s partners jointly share the responsibility for providing tools and resources needed 
to implement conservation programs.  The Conservation Partnership is able to effectively 
and efficiently implement programs working through local SWCDs.  Created in Iowa 
Code Chapter 161A, SWCDs provide the strong, local structure needed to meet the 
growing challenges and demands on Iowa’s soil and water resources. 

NRCS staff and SWCD staff share the same secretary (whose salary is paid by IDALS) and 
the same office space; the NRCS District Conservationist (DC) is the office coordinator.  In 
addition to the office space and administration, the NRCS provides technical staff, vehicles, 
utilities and sets project standards.  NRCS staff in each county provides technical assistance 
for both the state and federally funded programs and administers applications for three 
federally funded cost-share programs.  The DC certifies all design standards and 
specifications for all federally and state funded projects.  

USDA’s county Farm Service Agencies (FSA) receive applications and are responsible for 
approving federally funded conservation projects, including, but not limited to, the 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP).  NRCS 
administers the Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP).  These federal programs 
provide the majority of the cost-share funding in each county potentially utilizing seed, 
drilling and nursery stock.  FSA, NRCS and SWCD occupy the same buildings in each 
county.  In some instances, the FSA offices are not separated from the combined 
NRCS/SWCD office by any physical barrier, such as a door.  Two of the four SWCD offices 
the Ombudsman visited share the same customer service counter with FSA.  And in many of 
the SWCD offices the Ombudsman contacted by phone, the USDA Service Center phone tree 
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only identifies NRCS and FSA as the two choices but choosing the NRCS option will 
connect the caller to the SWCD office.  

Findings and Conclusions  
The working arrangement between the FSA, NRCS, DSC and SWCDs may be set out in statute, 
rule, policy and/or contractually but to the cooperator, the lines of authority and responsibility 
are not clear.  Each agency and individual within that agency has their own duties but it appears 
their job responsibilities intertwine in many areas.  

The SWCDs are not limited to cooperative arrangements with NRCS and the DSC.  Iowa law13

gives SWCDs the authority to advise, consult and enter into agreements with political 
subdivisions for erosion control projects.  

There is also the co-existence of agencies with similar names and missions:  Soil and Water 
Conservation Districts and IDALS’ Division of Soil Conservation and County Conservation 
Boards14 and Levee and Drainage Districts15 and Soil Conservation and Flood Control Districts16

- each with its own statutory authority. 

Given the complexity of the relationship among these agencies, the cooperator cannot be 
expected to understand everyone’s role or to be able to identify the person’s employer in the 
funding application process.  This is relevant to the extent it impacts the cooperator’s decision 
making process for selecting a service and product supplier.  Comments from cooperators 
regarding their decision to utilize SWCD services and products can be found in Section 6 of this 
document. 

2) Funding Application Process
There are a variety of state and federal programs through which funding is available to 
cooperators for installing and maintaining conservation practices.  The cost-share available to the 
cooperator varies from program to program.  For specifics, see the brochure identified as 
Appendix A, A Guide to Conservation Programs for Iowa Landowners, published in January 
2005 by the NRCS.  

  
13 Multiple sections of the Iowa Code, including §161C.3, §161D.11 and §161E.3, afford SWCDs the authority to 
advise, consult and enter into agreements with political subdivisions for erosion control projects. 
14 Chapter 350
15 Chapter 468
16 Chapter 161F
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a) Federal Cost-Share Funding 
The following is a list of federally funded programs as identified by DSC:17

• Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
• Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP)
• Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program (WHIP)
• Wetland Reserve Program (WRP)
• Conservation Security Program (CSP)

Applications for the CRP program are approved at the FSA office located in the USDA 
Service Center adjacent to the county SWCD office.  The SWCDs’ role in the CRP process is 
limited to updating the conservation/farm plan for the affected piece of property; the decision 
for approving a CRP application rests with FSA.  

NRCS receives applications at the local level for the EQIP, WHIP, WRP and CSP programs 
and provides technical assistance for all programs.  Eligibility requirements and application 
approval are determined at either the local, state or federal level, depending on the program.  
The SWCDs’ role in these four programs is limited to the SWCD commissioners (possibly) 
approving the contract and updating the conservation plan. The SWCD secretary may 
provide administrative functions associated with these programs.  SWCD commissioners and 
secretaries describe their role in this process as “rubber stamping”; rarely is a project 
discussed.

b) State Cost-Share Funding
The following is a list of state funded programs available to cooperators as identified by 
DSC: 18

• State Cost Share (IFIP)19

• Resource Enhancement and Protection (REAP)20

• Watershed Protection (WSPF)21

• No-Interest Loans22

• Local Water Protection Program – SRF (LWPP)23

• Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP)24  
• Agriculture Drainage Well Closure25

  
17 Memo provided by Jim Gillespie, Bureau Chief, IDALS’ DSC Field Services Bureau.  Appendix B.
18 Memo provided by Jim Gillespie, Bureau Chief, IDALS DSC Field Services Bureau.  Appendix B.
19 27 IAC 10  IFIP stands for Iowa Financial Incentive Program.
20 27 IAC 12 and 27 IAC 21
21 27 IAC 21
22 27 IAC 11
23 27 IAC 21  SRF stands for State Revolving Fund
24 §466.5 (no administrative rules)  This program is limited to 37 counties in North Central Iowa.
25 27 IAC 30
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Funding allocations for some of the programs are set forth in the Iowa Administrative Code 
(IAC).  The eligibility varies for each program.  The applications (for cost-share funding) 
through these programs are made by the landowner and if applicable, the farm operator,26 at 
the local SWCD office.  Specific application requirements are set forth in the rules of the 
DSC.  Cost-share rates - the percentage of the project that the funding will pay for – and the 
maximum allowable cost per acre for each practice also varies by program.  Projects may be 
ranked based on priorities established at the local SWCD office.  For example, 27 IAC 10.83 
allows SWCD commissioners to designate which soil and conservation practices in their 
district will be eligible for funding from the IFIP program.  If funding availability is an issue, 
higher ranked projects will get priority for funding over lower ranked projects.  SWCDs are 
not required to utilize every available funding program.  

Although most of the programs potentially fund projects (excluding Agriculture Drainage 
Well Closure) involving drilling, seed and tree planting, the programs that are most likely to 
involve projects of this nature are IFIP, REAP and WSPF.  The application process, as it 
applies to these three specific programs, requires a completion of a specific application.  
Once eligibility is determined and an application is approved by the local SWCD 
commissioners, funds are obligated (from the funding source) for the project.  At the point 
the SWCD commissioners approve or reject an application, the SWCD commissioners 
usually do not know if the cooperator has selected a contractor to complete the work; the 
cooperator may or may not have arranged for a contractor prior to receiving notice of the 
approval of their application.  (The cooperator is notified via mail after the SWCD 
commissioners have approved their application.)  In other words, the SWCD commissioners 
usually have no information regarding the cooperator’s choice of contractors at the time the 
commissioners vote to approve the application.  

The important exception is when a SWCD commissioner is involved in some aspect of 
selling seed or trees or providing a service utilized to complete the project (such as 
earthmoving or drilling) and has been contacted by the cooperator prior to approval of the 
application.  This scenario is applicable in the Dallas County SWCD and will be discussed 
further beginning on page 33 of this document.

A SWCD or NRCS technician then designs and lays out the “proposed conservation 
practices…” and “the certifying technician of the district shall be responsible for determining 
compliance with applicable design standards and specifications.”27 The certifying 
technician28 is the NRCS DC.  So for example, if a project establishing a waterway requires 
earthmoving, a technician in the office (could be a federal, state, district or county 
technician) inspects the project after the grading has been completed.  At the point the 
technician inspects the project, the seeding may or may not have been completed.  And if the 
seeding has been completed, the seed may have yet to emerge.  This means that payment to 
the cooperator does not rely on the technician’s approval of the seeding.  It should be noted 
that subsequent status inspections (conducted after a cooperator has been reimbursed for 

  
26 Collectively referenced as “cooperator” in this document.
27 27 IAC 10.74(2)(a)
28 “Certifying technician” is defined in 27 IAC 10.20 as “the district conservationist of the soil conservation service 
or the district forester of the department of natural resources.” 
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his/her portion of the cost share) may require reseeding at the cooperator’s expense.  Hence, 
it is important to use proper equipment and quality seed in the beginning when the cost share 
dollars are paying for a portion of the project.  

The cost of seed will vary depending on the type of seed a project utilizes.  Whether a 
cooperator chooses to use brome versus native prairie grass may affect the funding priority 
(ranking) of a project.  IDALS’ administrative rules, paragraph 10.81(7)(a), requires that 
seeding be performed in “accordance with seeding specifications referenced in rule 10.84 
(161A.312)…”  These seeding specifications reference a variety of USDA-NRCS-IOWA 
Field Office Technical Guides (Guide).  Depending on the practice, the Guide may include 
technical standards for seed specifications, planting dates, fertilizer recommendations, 
planting depth and seed population requirements.  Some types of seed require special 
drilling/seeding equipment for optimum results and therefore the type of drills and seeding 
equipment owned and utilized by SWCDs and contractors may have an impact on the service 
the cooperators choose to use.  

The cooperator subsequently submits a signed claim voucher and all bills for the project to 
the local SWCD.  (If the cooperator has provided any materials or labor, the cooperator must 
itemize both on a signed “Proof of Expense” form to be attached to the claim voucher.)  The 
SWCD commissioners are then required by rule29 to review the DC’s “Certificate of 
Practice” prior to approving the voucher.  Once approved, the voucher is submitted to the 
DSC for payment.  The check is written to the cooperator but mailed to the local SWCD, at 
which point the SWCD secures the appropriate signatures verifying payment, and if 
necessary, also secures signatures for maintenance and performance agreements.   

Findings and Conclusions
The concern was raised by contractors that cooperators are choosing to utilize SWCD services 
and products because they believe it will impact the approval of some aspect of the project.  
Understanding how the process works – beginning from the application to the final disbursement 
of funds –as well as everyone’s role in that process is relevant to confirm or dispel this argument.  
The approval and payment process, as detailed above and as confirmed and reviewed multiple 
times with multiple DSC, SWCD employees and commissioners, should not be affected by the 
cooperator’s choice of contractor.  The only exception may be when the SWCD commissioner or 
employee is involved in the seeding or sale of product and has been contacted prior to the 
SWCD’s monthly meeting (at which the application is approved).  This exception is applicable 
to one of the four counties that the Ombudsman focused on and will be addressed in more detail 
later in the report.  

Even though the application and payment process for both federally and state funded cost-share 
programs is likely not affected by the cooperators choice of contractors, the Ombudsman realized 
that cooperators may not perceive that to be the case.  For this reason, the Ombudsman contacted 
cooperators who utilized SWCD services in Dallas, Guthrie and Jasper County to determine why 
they chose the services and products offered by their local SWCD.  The results can be found 
beginning on page 26 of this report.  

  
29 27 IAC 10.74(4)(b)
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3) Services Offered by SWCDs to Cooperators and Authority to Compete  
SWCDs are defined in §161A.3(6) as a “governmental subdivision of this state, and a public 
body corporate and politic, organized for the purposes and, with the powers, and subject to the 
restrictions in this chapter set forth.”  

Iowa Code Chapter 23A governs non-competition by government.  According to §23A.2(1), a 
“state agency or political subdivision shall not, unless specifically authorized by statute, rule, 
ordinance or regulation…engage in the manufacturing, processing, sale, offering for sale, rental, 
leasing, delivery, dispensing, distribution, or advertising of goods or services to the public which 
are also offered by private enterprise unless such goods or services are for use or consumption 
exclusively by the state agency or political subdivision.”  State agencies subject to the provision 
of this chapter include “a state department, board, commission or other unit of state government 
regardless of whether moneys are appropriated to the agency.”30 “Political subdivisions” are 
defined in §23A.1(1) as a city, county or school corporation.  SWCDs do not meet the definition 
of a political subdivision and, based on the definition of an SWCD in §161A.3(6), SWCDs do 
not qualify as a “unit of state government.”  For this reason, it is not clear whether Chapter 23A 
applies to SWCDs.  

It is, however, irrelevant whether Chapter 23A applies to SWCDs because there is a provision in 
statute granting SWCDs the authority to sell or lease goods or services to the public.  
Specifically, §161A.7(6) states: 

To make available on such terms as it shall prescribe, to landowners or occupiers within 
the district, agricultural and engineering machinery and equipment, fertilizer, lime, and 
such other material or equipment as will assist such landowners or occupiers to carry on 
operations upon their lands for the conservation of soil resources and for the prevention 
and control of soil erosion and for the prevention of erosion, floodwater, and sediment 
damages. 

The statutory provisions in §161A.7(6) allow SWCDs (and their employees) the authority to 
compete with private business in the sale of goods and services, including the sale of seed and 
nursery stock, as well as the leasing of a drill and operator.  Thirty-two SWCDs in Iowa have 
chosen not to provide products and services.      

Operational funding provided directly to the SWCDs through the DSC is limited to salaries for 
district technicians (if requested) and approximately $2000 to reimburse SWCD commissioners 
for administrative expenses, including, but not limited to, travel expenses, technical training and 
professional dues. For this reason, if a local SWCD chooses to sponsor scholarships, 
demonstration projects, poster contests, Envirothon teams, etc, the SWCD is responsible for 
identifying funding.  Some SWCDs also use proceeds from funding efforts to send out 
newsletters.  Potential sources of funding include:

  
30 §23A.1(3)
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• County government.
• Grants.
• Donations.
• Selling trees/shrubs.
• Selling seed.
• Selling (marking) flags, intake pipes, or erosion-control fabric.
• Providing equipment services such as a mower, tree planter and a drill.

 The service may or may not include an operator. 

According to a 2004 SWCD survey conducted by the DSC, 68 of the 100 SWCDs provided one 
or more of the following services31 or products: drill/seeder, tree planter, mower, fabric check, 
seed, trees/shrubs. Of those 68 SWCDs: 

• 42 offered a drill/seeder for rent
• 10 sold seed
• 7 offered a tree planter for rent
• 5 offered a mower for rent
• 9 sold fabric check32

• 36 sold trees/shrubs33

Of the 100 SWCDs, only 38 provide only a single service or product; 15 sold only trees/shrubs; 
three sold only seed; 16 rented only a drill/seeder; one provided only a tree planter and three sold 
only fabric check.  There are many variables, including but not limited to, cooperator interest, 
topography, watershed locations and program eligibility that make it difficult to determine 
whether funding expenditures for state or federally funded programs are directly impacted by 
whether a SWCD offers products or services for sale. The decision to expand and support the 
sale of services and products must be approved by the governing body, the SWCD 
commissioners, which is an elected body.

To the Ombudsman’s knowledge, seed, fabric check and trees currently sold by SWCDs in Iowa 
are purchased from Iowa businesses and resold to cooperators.  

Deb Ryun, executive director of the Conservation Districts of Iowa (CDI),34 noted that some 
districts do not profit from the sale of products and services but these districts continue to 

  
31 The survey did not identify whether an operator was provided with the rental of the drill/seeder, mower or tree 
planter. 
32 “Fabric check” is a fabric placed in waterways and other areas for erosion control.  The survey did not 
differentiate between the sale of fabric check and the rental of the machine used to install the fabric check.  The 
Ombudsman is aware of one SWCD that provides the machine free with the purchase of the fabric check.  
33 Deb Ryun, executive director of Conservation Districts of Iowa, said that to her knowledge, tree/shrub and native 
plant sales are only a one-time annual event/promotion; the sale of these products does not occur year round at 
SWCDs.  
34 “Conservation Districts of Iowa, CDI, is a nonprofit 501(c) 3 organization devoted to providing educational 
programs on the conservation of soil, water, and other natural resources.”  http://www.cdiowa.org/aboutus.html  
Accessed March 20, 2006
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provide the services as a “convenience” and “service” to their customers.  The subject of offering 
products and services was also addressed in CDI’s January 2006 newsletter.  The article, Does 
Your SWCD Offer Services to Producers?, states, in part, the following:

…Iowa leads the nation in buffers.  This didn’t happen by chance.  Governor Vilsack and 
the Iowa legislature had the foresight to create the Buffer Initiative to promote buffers 
and other watershed protection measures.  The SWCD stepped up to the plate investing in 
native plant drills and other services that were newer technology and rarely offered from 
the private sector.  There continues to be a need for these services.  Farmers operate on 
very slim profit margins.  To induce them to put in some of those much needed buffers, 
we work with landowners to make it simple for them; practices need to be installed at he 
lowest cost possible. …. The SWCD mission has always been to promote natural 
resource protection.  Much public good comes from districts offering equipment use and 
services to their constituents. …

However, the article also cautions SWCDs against intentionally competing with private business:

…do remember that it’s very important to not intentionally compete with private 
industry.  Private foresters and landscape restorationists deserve your full support.  They 
can offer more complete services, and many times your customer needs much more than 
just to borrow/rent your no-till native seed drill.  Our tree and plant fundraising sales 
support local businesses, many of them small and struggling to survive.  Remember to 
buy local; supporting Iowa’s rural businesses is key to keeping small town Iowa alive.  

DSC requires SWCDs to maintain an alphabetical listing of contractors that offer seed, trees or 
conservation services in the district and make it readily available to cooperators.  The contractors 
are responsible for notifying the SWCD of their desire to be included on the list. 

The remainder of this section and the subsequent sections of this document address the current 
practices of the SWCDs in Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper County, specifically as it applies 
to the sale of services and products as delineated below.  These SWCDs own the equipment used 
to provide services and/or rented to cooperators. 

a) Dallas County SWCD
Dallas County SWCD offers drilling services and sells seed.  The drill operator is currently a 
Dallas County SWCD commissioner.  The commissioner utilizes the minutes of the monthly 
SWCD meetings to identify cooperators whose plans or applications have been approved.  
He then contacts these individuals and offers SWCD’s services. 

Eleven contractors on Dallas County SWCD’s contractor list indicate they provide “seeding, 
grasses, legumes, and/or forb.”  

b) Greene County SWCD
Greene County SWCD has two drills to rent to individuals; an operator is not provided and 
they do not sell seed.  They also sell “fabric check” and supply a machine to lay the fabric.  
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A non-profit organization, Environmental Habitat Corporation (EHC), was formed in 2000.  
Two SWCD commissioners were on EHC’s original board of directors.  In 2004, Greene 
County SWCD donated the balance of their seed to EHC as EHC had agreed to take over the 
custom seeding that had already been contracted by the Greene County SWCD. 35 EHC 
continues to rent one of Greene County SWCD’s drills and provides an operator and seed for 
cooperators requesting EHC’s services.  EHC’s employee, a local farmer, works for the 
Greene County SWCD when projects and funding are available.  This individual is also listed 
as a treasurer and director of EHC.  EHC’s president is an assistant Greene County SWCD 
commissioner36 and two of EHC’s five board members currently serve as Greene County 
SWCD commissioners.  EHC’s biennial report (for an Iowa nonprofit corporation) filed with 
the Iowa Secretary of State’s office on January 6, 2005, identifies the address of EHC’s 
registered office as 1703 N. Elm, Ste. 3.  This is the address of the Greene County SWCD 
office.  

Six contractors on Greene County SWCD’s contractor list indicate they provide “seeding, 
grasses, legumes, and/or forbs.”  

c) Guthrie County SWCD
Guthrie County SWCD offers a broadcast seeder for rent; an operator is not provided.  They 
also sell native grass seed.   

Five contractors on the Guthrie County SWCD’s contractor list indicate they provide 
“seeding, grasses, legumes, and/or forbs.”

d) Jasper County SWCD
Jasper County SWCD offers drilling and mowing services.  They also offer a broadcast 
seeder for rent and sell seed.  One of two operators, both SWCD employees, operates all the 
equipment.  In the future, the Jasper SWCD may harvest and sell seed native to Iowa.

Seven contractors on the Jasper County SWCD’s contractor list indicate they provide 
“seeding, grasses, legumes, and/or forbs.”  

e) Other SWCDs
The Ombudsman contacted six SWCDs who do not engage in sales to determine how they 
raise money for projects.  Aside from selling marking flags (which does not generate 
significant income), the responses included:

  
35 Per Greene County SWCD letter attached to monthly financial statements, Greene County SWCD discontinued 
tree sales and custom drilling operations as advised by DSC and CDI.  The local chapter of Future Farmers of 
America assumed the tree sales.  
36 Assistant SWCD commissioners may be appointed by SWCD commissioners to assist with the activities of the 
district.  Assistant commissioners may be reimbursed for actual expenses incurred while performing their duties but 
cannot assume the duties of commissioners.  This means assistant commissioners cannot make motions or vote at 
commissioner meetings.
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• No fundraising
• Donations
• Grants
• County funding

County funding is unique in Pottwattamie County. There are two SWCDs in Pottwattamie 
County; east and west.  Each receives 5% of the one cent local option sales tax.  This 
amounts to about $10,000 per month.  The original sales tax referendum requires the funding 
be used for capital improvements.  This restricts their ability to use these monies for many 
things, including employee salaries.

Some county SWCDs receive an annual appropriation from their county government. For 
example, Black Hawk County SWCD receives $2000, Chickasaw County SWCD receives 
$10,000 and Story County SWCD receives $5000 from their respective counties.
CDI has also provided SWCDs with monies from a variety of sources in the past, including 
the federal government, for specific projects and tasks.  

Findings and Conclusions
Iowa law gives SWCDs the authority to offer equipment, products and labor to cooperators for 
conservation efforts.  Over half of the SWCDs in Iowa have chosen to do so.  An SWCD’s 
decision to offer a particular service or product may include a number of factors:

• The desire or need to provide a service (which may or may not be available from
other sources) or convenience for cooperators.

• To carry out the powers and projects authorized under statute.
• To make implementation of erosion control projects cost-effective, thereby 

increasing the number of these projects.  
• To raise funds for other activities and projects.

Since seed, trees, erosion control materials and the equipment utilized by the SWCDs are 
purchased from private businesses, the argument can be made that there are businesses profiting 
from the activities of the SWCDs.  And in all cases, a SWCD cannot engage in the sale of 
products and services without the formal approval of the locally elected SWCD commissioners.

No one disputes that the specialized drills for planting certain seed have not always been readily 
available.  According to Prairesource.com™37:  

Rangeland drills are wonderful pieces of equipment and, provided you operate them 
correctly, provide the most cost efficient and reliable means of establishing native 
grasses. Unfortunately, not everyone has access to a native grass drill.  If one is available, 
it will most likely be available through your state fish & game agency, local Soil and 
Water Conservation District or Quail Unlimited chapter.  Creating additional concern is 

  
37 “An information resource for all things regarding prairie, native grasses, wildflowers and related topics.”  
Prairiesource.com is based out of Clinton, Missouri.  http://prairiesource.com/.  Accessed March 20, 2006.
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the new CRP which has dramatically increased the demand for such equipment and even 
if a rangeland drill is available locally, it may be a challenge trying to schedule its use.

The Ombudsman spoke to John Hodges, the author of Prairieesource.com.  Mr. Hodges is also a 
private contractor in the business of selling seed and drilling services.  Although he admitted he 
had not updated his website in some time, Mr. Hodges said he believes the availability of drills 
remains a problem.  He said that many of the SWCDs he deals with in Missouri and surrounding 
states offer drills for rent and sell related products.  Mr. Hodges noted that non-profit groups, 
such as Pheasants Forever, Quail Unlimited and Ducks Unlimited, are also in the business of 
selling seed and offering drilling services.  This competition by non-profits has been referenced 
by contractors interviewed by the Ombudsman.  

And the Ombudsman learned that not every contractor or SWCD offers seeding services or 
equipment appropriate for every seeding situation.  For this reason, the availability of a 
contractors’ list or the number of contractors on the list may not accurately reflect the availability 
of contractors in any one area.  This statement also applies to SWCDs without any contractors on 
their contractor’s list.  As noted earlier in this document, contractors are responsible for notifying 
SWCDs of their desire to be included on the contractor list.  IDALS’ website contains a list 
indicating the availability of contractors by county. On the list, 16 SWCDs responded that “no 
private contractors had asked to be listed at the time the survey was taken.”  Of these 16, seven 
did not offer products or the sale of services in IDALS’ 2004 survey.  Somebody – cooperators, 
individuals or contractors – must be doing the work because these counties spent over a million 
dollars of state funding to implement conservation practices since July 1, 2005.  

The Ombudsman was not able to identify a data source that reflected whether project costs and 
program participation were adversely affected by the availability of contractors.

There are also other factors to consider regarding the availability of drills/seeders.  Participation 
in these programs are voluntary – which means cost can be a factor.  While contractors may offer 
a broader range of services, such as consulting and specialized seed mixtures, some cooperators 
are going to make their choice strictly on the lowest cost.  The Dallas County SWCD and Jasper 
County SWCD drilling rates are comparable to those of the contractors the Ombudsman 
contacted.  

There is also a limited window of time to complete seeding projects.  There are three different 
seeding periods, weather and ground conditions permitting: “frost seeding” in March38;  the 
primary seeding period is April 1 to July 1 (earlier cut off dates may be applicable for cool 
season grasses and legumes); the fall seeding period begins around November 15 and continues 
until the ground freezes or weather conditions prohibit seeding.  Weather plays a factor in all of 
these time periods.  One of the contractors the Ombudsman contacted said the SWCD will 
contact him if they have more jobs than they can complete in this narrow window of time.  

Aside from the service and convenience aspect of SWCD services, projects such as the one being 
undertaken by the Jasper County SWCD - to grow and sell “eco-type” seed native to Iowa -
require funding.  Such projects also provide a direct benefit to the cooperators.  

  
38 In 2006, some frost seeding was possible in February due to ground conditions and weather conditions. 
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Taking all these factors into consideration, including the fact that SWCDs have the legal 
authority to compete, the Ombudsman cannot conclude the sale of products and services by 
SWCDs is unreasonable.  Having said this, the Ombudsman also believes that the SWCDs 
clearly have an inherent advantage in the sale of products and services.  Section 7, Are the 
SWCDs Profiting From the Sale of Products and Services?, provides information on the 
profitability of these four SWCDs.  

4) SWCD Secretary Involvement in the Sale of Services and Products   
The secretaries located in the SWCD offices are employed and paid by the DSC, which is a 
"state agency" as defined under section 23A.1(3).  As stated before, §23A.2(1), a “state agency 
or political subdivision shall not, unless specifically authorized by statute, rule, ordinance or 
regulation…engage in the manufacturing, processing, sale, offering for sale, rental, leasing, 
delivery, dispensing, distribution, or advertising of goods or services to the public which are also 
offered by private enterprise unless such goods or services are for use or consumption 
exclusively by the state agency or political subdivision.”  In addition, §23A.2(1)(b) prohibits 
offering the sale of goods or services to the public or through another state agency or political 
subdivision by intergovernmental agreement unless specifically authorized by statute, rule, 
ordinance or regulation.

The first question to address is whether the secretaries are assisting the SWCDs in the sale of 
goods and services.  The contractual agreement between IDALS, the NRCS and the SWCDs 
requires IDALS to provide “secretarial and technical assistance” to the SWCDs and NRCS “to 
carry out natural resources conservation programs.”  IDALS website lists the types of services 
provided by both the state-employed secretaries and the SWCD employees.  It says secretaries 
“generally provide the following types of services”:

• Provide support services to district commissioners
• Serve as the state agent implementing Iowa financial incentive programs
• Perform office administrative tasks
• Assist with preparation of the district annual work plan, annual report, and solid and 

water resource conservation plan
• Assist district commissioners with fund raising activities
• Assist with district educational programs
• Assist with district field days and tours
• Develop financial and progress reports for various programs

(Emphasis added.) 

The Ombudsman found that the secretaries in the Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper County 
SWCDs deposit and account for the monies from the sale of services and products.  The 
secretary may or may not be involved in scheduling or invoicing.  (This information is delineated 
by county in the table found on page 28 of this document.)  These activities could be interpreted 
as assisting the SWCDs in the sale of products and services.    

The second question then is whether the secretaries are authorized by law to assist in the sale of 
goods and services. It is the Ombudsman's opinion that section 161A.4(4) provides the statutory 
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authority to exempt the secretaries from the prohibition in chapter 23A. That subsection states 
the following in relevant part:

4.  In addition to other duties and powers conferred upon the division of soil 
conservation, the division has the following duties and powers:
a.  To offer assistance as appropriate to the commissioners of soil and water conservation 
districts in carrying out any of their powers and programs.

…
f. To render financial aid and assistance to soil and water conservation districts for the 
purpose of carrying out the policy stated in this chapter.

Findings and Conclusions
It is the Ombudsman’s opinion that the provisions in §161A.4(4) provide the statutory authority 
for the secretaries – and IDALS - to assist the SWCDs in providing services and products “for 
the conservation of soil resources and for the prevention and control of soil erosion and for the 
prevention of erosion, floodwater, and sediment damages.” 

5) Compliance with Provisions of DSC Policy Regarding the Sale of Services 
and Products  

The DSC Policies and Procedures Manual contain the following document dated December 1998 
regarding sales of services and products by SWCDs.  

MEMORANDUM RE:  SWCD-B&F-4-3
SUBJECT: District Sales of Nursery Stock, Plat Books, Etc.

Soil and water conservation districts have the authority to make sales under Iowa Code 
Chapter 161.  It is recommended that districts should not sell any materials through the 
district office that will place the district in direct competition with local dealers or 
merchants.  If there is a demand for the materials and there is no local market for the 
materials, the district is permitted to make the materials available.  Prior to making the 
decision to sell materials, the district should canvass the county and surrounding areas to 
ensure the district would not be in direct competition with any dealer or merchant.  

Districts selling materials must obtain a state sales tax permit from the Iowa Department 
of Revenue and Finance.  

In addition to the sales tax permit, districts selling nursery stock must obtain a nursery 
dealer permit.  The permit is issued by the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land 
Stewardship, Wallace State Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa  50319  Contact 
Entomology – 242-5180.

This memorandum was revised in September of 2003.  This document slightly modifies the first 
paragraph of the 1998 memorandum and adds three new paragraphs:
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Soil and Water Conservation Districts have the authority to make sales and provide 
equipment using “such terms as it shall prescribe” under Iowa Code Chapter 161A.7(6).  
It is recommended that districts should not sell products or offer services through the 
district office that will place the district in direct competition with local dealers or 
merchants. If there is a demand for the products and services for which there is not 
sufficient number of local providers, the district is encouraged to make the products and 
services available.     

Districts shall update and maintain a list of contractors that agree to provide conservation 
products and services to district landowners.  The district shall update its list at least on 
an annual basis.  If the District offers products and services, it can be included on the list 
as well.  The list shall be posted in the District office and a copy of the list shall be made 
available to cooperating landowners and interested members of the public.  It shall be the 
responsibility of independent contractors to notify the District of their desire to be placed 
on the list.  

It is the responsibility of state secretaries to handle the day-to-day business of the Soil 
and Water Conservation District.  In this capacity, the secretary and other state 
employees may handle the business of selling products and offering services to district 
cooperators.  It is not appropriate for state employees to recruit business for the district to 
the detriment of private contractors that have requested to be listed for similar work 
within the District.  Further, all product and service providers shall be given fair and 
equal treatment.  No one’s product or service shall be given preferential treatment over 
another.  All contractors, including districts, shall be required to provide products and 
services that meet the appropriate standards and specifications.  

Districts selling materials must obtain a state sales tax permit from the Iowa Department 
of Revenue and Finance.  

In addition to the sales tax permit, districts selling nursery stock must obtain a nursery 
dealer permit.  The permit is issued by the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land 
Stewardship, Wallace State Office Building, Des Moines, Iowa  50319  Contact 
Entomology – 242-5180.

Complaints that may result from the implementation of this policy by any district should 
first be leveled, in person or in writing, to the SWCD commissioners at any of their 
regular meetings.  If the aggrieved finds no satisfaction at the district level, a complaint 
may be directed to the Director of the Division of Soil Conservation. 

On March 9, 2004, William A. Ehm, DSC Director at the time, issued an interoffice 
communication (Appendix C) to SWCDs advising them that his office had been in discussion 
with the Iowa Legislature regarding the role of state employees in local SWCD business 
enterprises.  Mr. Ehm specifically defined business enterprises as “the sale of trees, seed, and 
services, including the rental of equipment and the custom operation of equipment.”  Mr. Ehm’s 
interoffice communication states, in part, the following:
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There is a strong belief among legislators and Iowans as a whole that services and 
products provided by private entrepreneurs should be promoted by those of us in state 
government whenever those entrepreneurs are available.  … As the private sector steps 
forward to assume responsibility for the installation of the programs the partnership 
promotes, we should recognize that entrepreneurial spirit and encourage it to take root. 

Mr. Ehm also referenced the 2003 DSC memorandum as it pertained to the appropriateness of 
state employees recruiting business for SWCD business enterprises.  He then proceeded to 
provide additional guidance and clarification to the SWCDs as listed in the left column in the 
Ombudsman’s table beginning below and continuing on the next two pages.  The Ombudsman
independently gathered information regarding the specific county practices through visits to the 
Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper County SWCD offices and through conversations with the 
secretaries at these offices.  A “ü” denotes the practice was observed or confirmed in some 
manner by the Ombudsman. 

Dallas Greene Guthrie Jasper
Each District is to maintain an alphabetical list of 
contractors that offer seed, trees or conservation 
services in the district and make it readily 
available to cooperators. It is the responsibility 
of the contractor to inform the District of his/her 
desire to be included on the list. 

ü ü ü ü

Because the products and services offered vary so 
widely (no-till drills for soybeans vs. drills for 
native grass seeding vs. fan seeders) it is 
suggested that the list briefly describe what the 
contractor has to offer.  The Division will supply 
a template in the very near future.39

ü ü ü ü

1. It is highly recommended that no private 
contractor price lists be maintained in District 
offices.  Pricing should be a matter to be 
discussed between the cooperator and the 
contractor.  
2. State employees should encourage cooperators 
to contact multiple contractors on the District list.  
[Note: Notification letters are sent by SWCDs to 
cooperators after SWCD commissioners have 
approved a state funded project.]

1. ü

2. 
Contractor 
list sent 
with plan 
from 
technician. 

1. ü

2. Include 
contractor’s 
list in 
notification 
letter to 
cooperators.

1. ü

2. Asks 
cooperators 
to obtain a 
signed bid 
from a 
contractor 
of choice in 
the 
notification 
letter.  

1. ü

2. Language 
in 
notification 
letter and 
Cost Share 
Fact sheet 
encourages 
cooperators 
to seek 
more than 
one bid.

  
39 A template is available on CDI’s website at http://www.cdiowa.org/resources.html.  Accessed March 20, 2006
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Dallas Greene Guthrie Jasper
The District should not post any signs, business 
cards, price sheets, or other forms of advertising 
on the District office premises that offer District 
products and services that would create a 
competitive advantage for the District. 

[Note:  The Ombudsman also checked web sites.]

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

No web site.

ü

Posts 
SWCD 
services and 
prices on 
web site but 
also 
contains 
link with 
complete 
contractor 
list.

The Division is aware of several Districts that 
have established a separate company to handle its 
products and services.  The state employee’s role 
is to assist in the activities and programs of the 
conservation partners.  In this case the business 
enterprise is no longer a District function and 
state employees are expressly barred from any 
activities associated with the business, including 
scheduling, pricing, handling of money, serving 
as board members, etc. 

N/A Environmental 
Habitat 
Corporation 
(EHC), a non-
profit 
corporation, 
rents one drill 
to do custom 
seeding.  The 
secretary 
appears to 
have had a 
role in 
assisting the 
non-profit at 
one point but 
that does not 
appear to be 
the case now.   

N/A N/A

No state employee is to transport or operate 
District equipment, such as drills, seeders, fabric 
machines, tree planters, etc.

ü ü ü ü
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Dallas Greene Guthrie Jasper
The names of individuals who have been 
approved for cost-share or have had a CRP 
contract approved in a District meeting open to 
the public, should be made immediately available 
upon request, to the public, including private 
contractors. 

üIn minutes üIn minutes üIn minutes üIn minutes 
but do not 
provide 
contractors 
with this 
information 
for five 
days after 
the meeting 
so 
cooperators 
can receive 
notice prior 
to receiving 
solicitations

Districts should not place their products or 
services on the contractor lists of adjoining 
Districts.  [Note: The Ombudsman only checked 
whether the contractor lists of these four counties 
listed products or services of adjoining counties.  
The Ombudsman did not identify whether the 
other 96 SWCDs in Iowa had these four SWCDs 
on their contractor list.]

Has 
Madison 
Co. SWCD 
on the tree 
and shrub 
contractor 
list.  

ü ü ü

It is not appropriate for Districts to utilize mailing 
lists and free postage and printing provided by 
government agencies that would otherwise be 
unavailable to private contractors. 
[Note: Annual reports and newsletters are sent to 
landowners in the county, usually utilizing an 
FSA mailing list.]

Lists fund-
raising 
services in 
office 
brochure.

Annual 
report 
references 
services that 
are provided 
by the 
SWCD in 
the 
“Resources 
Report” 
section.

Annual 
report 
identifies 
sale of 
native seed 
grasses and 
seeder 
rental as 
means of 
raising 
funds.

Services 
identified in 
newsletter 
but SWCD 
also sells 
advertising 
space to 
contractors 
in the 
newsletter.

In addition, the memos from the DSC Policies and Procedures Manual referenced earlier in this 
section contain the following statement:

Districts selling materials must obtain a state sales tax permit from the Iowa Department 
of Revenue and Finance.  

DSC provided documentation40 identifying which counties currently have a sales tax permit.  
This information was provided to the DSC by the Iowa Department of Revenue and Finance.  

  
40 Memo provided by Jim Gillespie, Bureau Chief, Field Services Bureau within the DSC of IDALS.  Appendix B
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The document indicates the following regarding the status of the sales tax permit for these 
counties:

• Dallas County SWCD – “Yes, but cancelled”
• Greene County SWCD – “Yes”
• Guthrie County SWCD – “Yes”
• Jasper County SWCD – “No”

Findings and Conclusions
Under §161A.4(4), the DSC can offer assistance to the SWCDs and their commissioners in 
carrying out their powers, programs and policies.  In addition, the DSC can coordinate the 
programs of SWCDs “so far as this may be done by advice and consultation.”  The advice in Mr. 
Ehm’s memo self-admittedly was an attempt to address concerns about SWCD competition with 
cooperators.  

The SWCDs appear to be in compliance with the majority of DSC’s suggestions and mandates 
applicable to state employees (secretaries) as listed in the Ombudsman’s table.  The Ombudsman 
did identify several areas where the availability of products and services was publicized in 
documents disseminated to the public using SWCD funds and internal or FSA mailing lists.  
However, it may be difficult to distinguish between sharing public information with citizens (in 
printed material) and publicizing the availability of that service or product.  For example, is 
identifying the income from these services in the SWCD’s annual report utilizing postage and 
printing that is not available to private contractors even though the SWCD’s financial resources 
is public information?  

Public Records
As noted, the Jasper County SWCD does not provide contractors with copies of minutes for 
five days after the meeting so cooperators can receive notice prior to receiving solicitations 
from contractors.  The secretary recalled one instance where she declined to provide the 
minutes to a contractor for this reason.  Such a delay would be a violation of public records law 
if the minutes were available. 

Sales Tax
The Ombudsman found that the Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper County SWCDs have not 
been charging sales tax for the sale of seed or equipment rental.  In addition, the Ombudsman 
contacted several retail sources for seed and found that they also are not charging sales tax.  
The reason given by all these entities or individuals is that these products and services are 
exempt because they are used in agriculture. 

The Ombudsman has been in discussions with the Iowa Department of Revenue (DOR) and 
DSC regarding the applicability of sales tax to the sale of products and services by the SWCDs.  
It is DOR’s position that because terraces, buffer/filter strips and CRP do not produce crops, 
these practices are indirectly related to agricultural production, “[t]herefore, sale or rental of 
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machinery and receipts from enumerated services used in those areas are not exempt.” 41 This 
means that the SWCDs should be charging sales tax for these products and services.   

DOR has informed the Ombudsman it will determine the best way to handle this problem and 
follow up accordingly.

6) Cooperators’ Comments Regarding Their Decision to Utilize SWCD 
Services and Products

DSC provided documentation42 accounting for the sale of products and services to cooperators 
by the Dallas and Guthrie County SWCDs.  The Ombudsman obtained similar documentation 
from the Greene and Jasper County SWCDs.  The Ombudsman then contacted 26 individuals 
from Dallas, Guthrie and Jasper Counties who had purchased seed or rented the drill/seeder from 
the local SWCD. These individuals were chosen from the lists provided by the respective 
counties.  The Ombudsman does not have a list of cooperators that utilized EHC’s services.  
Seventeen cooperators returned calls or were willing to answer our questions.  The relevant 
portions of their comments are as follows:

• Rented the drill and purchased seed from the SWCD for a CRP project of 33 acres.  The 
federal ASCS [FSA] office provided him with the name of county commissioner who did 
the seeding.  

• Chose to purchase seed from the county because he had had trouble with the quality of 
the seed purchased from a private source on a previous project. Installed filter strips. 

• 8 acres.  The county was on the contactor list.  Did not contact anyone else.  Figured if he 
had the county do it, there would be no question about compliance.  It was a CRP project.

• Cooperator is deceased but daughter’s recollection is that FSA arranged everything; “did 
the calling and made the appointment.”  

• Wildflower plot.  “NRCS was suggested at the [FSA] office; that they [SWCD] had the 
right drill.”  Purchased the seed from a private contractor.  

• 14.2 acres CRP.  “I know it was done right then.”  One of the people in the FSA office 
told him the county had a drill. 

• “Convenience.”  Appreciated the fact he could get it all done at one spot.  Didn’t bother 
getting quotes from any private contractors. 

• Son-in-law suggested that they utilize the county seed, “[t]hen USDA would know they 
bought the seed.”  Fellow farmer did the drilling. 

• Was a project that needed re-seeded.  He asked who could do it and he was given a 
contractor’s list.  Asked them to do it as it was convenient.  

• Quail seeding filter strip.  He knew the county offered this service. He had had trouble in 
the past with a private contractor.  He noted SWCD made it clear to him that he would 
gain no advantage by having them provide the seed and drilling.  

• Individual was former chair for SWCD:  “I’m not the person to ask.”
• NRCS told him that SWCD could do it.  By having them do it, he knew it would meet 

specifications. 
• “Less hassle.”  FSA told him that SWCD could do the job. 

  
41 Email dated March 21, 2006, from Don Cooper, Administrator of DOR’s Compliance Division. 
42 Memo provided by Jim Gillespie, Bureau Chief, Field Services Bureau within the DSC of IDALS.  Appendix B
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• Bought only seed from the SWCD.  His neighbor was going to drill the seed but couldn’t 
get a drill so he had someone who his neighbor knew do it.

• “Simpler” to work with just one group of people.  He checked and their prices were 
competitive. It is common knowledge that the SWCD rents a drill.  

• “Easier” dealing with one group.  “They” told him they offered the service but he could 
not identify whether it was an NRCS, SWCD or FSA employee. 

• Got a bid from a private contractor that “purportedly” included additional services but the 
price was “ridiculous” so he went with the local SWCD. 

Findings and Conclusions
It would appear from the responses that convenience is a prevalent factor in the decision making 
process for cooperators.  While several responses indicated that using SWCD services or 
products would mean there would be no question about meeting specifications, there was no 
indication that SWCD staff or the secretary stated or suggested this.  Federal FSA staff were 
mentioned repeatedly as the source of referral to SWCD services and products.  The fact that 
contractors can offer specialized services was only mentioned once but the cooperator 
determined the extra services were too costly.  

The Ombudsman’s inquiries with SWCD staff and commissioners noted two additional reasons 
that SWCD services are utilized in some situations.  First, absentee landowners may not have 
any experience with the private contractors and trust that SWCD staff has the experience to do 
the job correctly.  It is also a matter of convenience for absentee landowners and other 
cooperators, especially when the SWCDs services and products are competitively priced.  
Secondly, SWCD (as well as NRCS and FSA) employees live and work in these communities 
and counties.  While this may also be true of some of the contractors that provide services in 
those counties, the strength of the personal connection cannot be discounted.  Short of 
eliminating the SWCDs’ authority to provide equipment, labor and products as authorized in 
§161A.7(6), the inherent advantage which SWCDs have as the result of the convenience factor 
and these relationships may be difficult for a newcomer or out-of-county business to overcome.  
The Ombudsman’s analysis is supported by the practices implemented by an out-of-state 
contractor the Ombudsman contacted.  This business has successfully contracted with private 
individuals and contractors in counties to establish that personal connection.  

7) Are the SWCDs Profiting From the Sale of Products and Services?  
Aside from incidental sales, such as the sale of marking flags, the table on the following page 
identifies the net profit43 in each calendar year for each of the four central Iowa SWCDs from 
the sale of services and products.  The net profit is for calendar years 2004 and 2005, unless 
otherwise noted:  

  
43 Net profit was derived from gross sales less expenses.  
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2004 2005
Dallas

Rents drill with 
operator. 
Sells seed.

SWCD commissioner 
handles the orders, 
operates the drill, orders 
the seed and collects the 
monies.  SWCD (state) 
secretary deposits the 
monies and pays bills for 
seed and expenses. 

$7439.58 $1336.01 (plus 
approx. $3000 in 
seed inventory)

Greene
Two drills for 
rent but does not 
provide an 
operator.
Sells fabric check 
and supplies 
machine to lay 
the fabric.

SWCD (state) secretary 
schedules the renting of 
the drills and handles the 
monies. 

-$57,535.85 (FY 04)* $8170.67 (FY 05)**

Guthrie
Rents a broadcast 
seeder but does 
not provide an 
operator.
Sells seed.

SWCD (state) secretary 
schedules the seeder, takes 
seed orders, bills and 
deposits monies for all 
activities. 

$3395.86 $1372.40

Jasper
Rents one of two 
drills or a 
broadcast seeder.  
These services 
include an 
operator.  Sells 
seed and provides 
mowing services.  

SWCD (state) secretary 
provides a form if the 
cooperator wants to use 
their services.  An SWCD 
employee schedules the 
service.  SWCD 
employees order the seed.  
Secretary bills and 
deposits monies. 

$58,443.28*** -$77,857.78***

* Discontinued selling seed and providing an operator for the equipment.  Excess seed 
was given to Environmental Habitat Corporation, a non-profit corporation.  A local 
Future Farmers of America organization assumed tree sales. 
** Greene County SWCD purchased seed and resold it to Environmental Habitat 
Corporation during this period because SWCD could purchase the seed at a discounted 
rate.
***In 2004, expenses included preparation work for building construction and a deposit 
on a building (to store equipment) for a total of $15,465 and the purchase of another drill 
for $24,250.  Gross sales from the sale of seed and drilling or mowing services in 2004 
were $242,697.29.  In 2005, a net loss was due to construction of building, $40,759.57, 
and purchase of equipment, $31,683.21.  Gross sales from sale of seed and drilling or 
mowing services in 2005 were $58,568.39.
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The amount of profit varies dramatically between these four SWCDs.  Profit – and even 
gross sales – may not accurately reflect the percentage of total available projects/business in 
any one county.  For these reasons, the Ombudsman reviewed multiple documents in an 
attempt to identify what percentage of the projects are utilizing SWCD services or products 
in Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper County.  

a) State Funded Projects – IFIP, REAP and WSPF
As noted earlier, the state funds multiple programs that offer cost-share funding for 
conservation practices.  The Ombudsman focused on three state funding programs, the IFIP, 
REAP and WSPF programs, because they provide the majority of the funding for projects 
potentially involving the planting of trees, seeding or drilling of the seed.  The application 
and approval process for these programs was explained on pages 9 through 12 of this 
document.  Of relevance in that explanation is the following:

The cooperator subsequently submits a signed claim voucher and all bills for the project 
to the local SWCD.  (If the cooperator has provided any materials or labor, the cooperator 
must itemize both on a signed “Proof of Expense” form to be attached to the claim 
voucher.)  The SWCD commissioners are then required by rule44 to review the DC’s 
“Certificate of Practice” prior to approving the voucher.  Once approved, the voucher is 
submitted to the DSC for payment.  

This means that the vouchers, along with all the bills, for every project funded by one of 
these programs is on file at the DSC.  The Ombudsman reviewed 209 vouchers and the 
attached bills for fiscal years 2003-2004 (FY04) and 2004-2005 (FY05) to identify the 
amount of state funds expended by these programs for drilling/seeding, seed and trees.  (The 
Greene County SWCD sold trees in FY04 but none of the four SWCDs the Ombudsman 
focused on currently sells trees.)  The Ombudsman believes the numbers on the following 
page provide an estimate of the portion of the projects utilizing SWCD services or products.  
Some bills/invoices from private businesses attached to vouchers were difficult to decipher 
so there is a margin for error.  

Collectively for Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper Counties, total project costs for 
conservation practices implemented through the IFIP, REAP and WSPF programs in FY04 
and FY05 exceeded one million dollars.  These monies were spent on excavation, (including 
terraces, waterways and ponds), tiling, trees, seed and/or labor.  The monies went to 
cooperators (if the cooperator completed part of the work), other farmers/individuals and 
businesses or contractors in those counties.  Of the monies spent on seed, drilling and trees, 
the vouchers identified the following amounts as eligible for cost-share dollars:  

  
44 27 IAC 10.74(4)(b)
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Ø $18,694.10 to purchase seed.  
$ 2,261.45 purchased from SWCDs (12.1%)
$      50.00 purchased from Environmental Habitat Corp. (.3%)
$16,382.65 purchased from cooperators, individuals or businesses or contractors (87.6%)

Ø $3,379.50 for drilling/seeding.  
$   927.50 paid to SWCDs for drilling or seeding services (27.4%)
$2,452.00 paid to cooperators, individuals or businesses or contractors (72.6%)

Ø $22,092.02 to purchase trees. 
$  1,510.50 purchased from the DNR45 nursery (6.8%)
$  3,426.74 purchased from SWCDs46 (15.5%)
$17,154.78 purchased from cooperators, individuals or businesses or contractors (77.7%)

These same numbers apportioned by SWCD (rather than by product or service) for the total 
combined sales of services or products - $44,165.62 - is as follows:

Ø Dallas County SWCD $   180.00  
Ø Greene County SWCD $3,426.74 47

Ø Guthrie County SWCD $     0  
Ø Jasper County SWCD $ 3,008.95 
Ø EHC $    50.00 

These numbers, when compared to the gross sales of services and products by each of these 
SWCDs, indicate that federally funded projects, rather than state funded projects, are 
responsible for the bulk of seed sales and drilling services. 

b) Federally Funded Projects – CRP
The numbers in the preceding section confirm what the SWCDs and the contractors told the 
Ombudsman - the federal CRP, EQIP and WRP programs provide the majority of cost-share 
funding for projects that would potentially utilize seed and drilling services.  These federally 
funded projects also usually entail more acres and hence, more potential for profit.  

The Ombudsman chose to focus on identifying the amount of federal funds expended for 
drilling and seed for only the CRP program because our research indicated that the CRP 
program is the largest potential source of projects utilizing these services and products.  
There are two types of CRP; continuous and general sign-ups.  Continuous sign-ups take 
place for qualified projects as long as funding is available where as general sign-ups are not 
conducted every year.  The size of CRP projects will vary from fractions of an acre to 
hundreds of acres but general sign-ups are usually larger projects.  Most of the monies 
reported as coming to Iowa each year for CRP are actually in the form of annual payments 

  
45 Department of Natural Resources
46 Tree purchases were exclusive to the Greene County SWCD office.  They discontinued selling trees in 2004. 
47 $1,042.39 of trees were purchased from the Greene County SWCD for a project in Guthrie County for which the 
Guthrie County SWCD paid cost-share.  
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for keeping ground in CRP, not for the installation of new conservation practices.  And as 
with the state funded programs, some CRP practices are more likely to entail drilling or the 
purchase of seed.  All these factors combined made it a challenge to identify a fair 
representation of the potential projects and expenditure of funds in any one period of time.  

The 26th (general) CRP occurred in 2003.  The Ombudsman noticed that a large number of 
CRP projects were presented to the SWCD commissioners (for updating the conservation 
plans) in October 2003.  The work would have been completed between that time and the end 
of 2004.  For this reason, the Ombudsman requested information from the four SWCDs 
identifying CRP projects forwarded by the FSA to the respective SWCDs for the period 
between October 2003 and December 2004.48 The Ombudsman compared cooperators 
identified in the minutes for the Dallas, Greene and Jasper County SWCDs that had been 
approved for CRP with the names on the correlating SWCD sales lists for seed and drill 
rental/drilling.  The Guthrie County SWCD provided a listing of CRP participants.  The 
results are listed in the following table.     

COUNTY NUMBER 
OF CRP 

PROJECTS

NUMBER OF 
PROJECTS 

THAT 
PURCHASED 

SEED, 
RENTED A 
DRILL, OR 
HIRED THE 

SWCD.

PERCENTAGE 
OF 

COOPERATORS 
UTILIZING 

SWCD SERVICES 
FOR THEIR CRP 

PROJECT

COMMENT

Dallas 92 23 25%
Greene 51 2 3.9% Environmental Habitat Corporation, 

(EHC), spent $6800 in FY 04 and 
$5250 in FY 05 to rent the drill from 
the Greene County SWCD. At 
$12.50/acre, this means EHC seeded 
744 acres in FY 04 and FY 05.  
EHC’s president estimates “EHC 
does majority of the business in
Greene County.”49  

Guthrie 39 3 7.7%
Jasper 133 78 58.6% An NRCS employee estimated the 

SWCD does between 50 and 75 
percent of the available business in 
the county.  

  
48 As noted earlier in the document, CRP applications are forwarded to the SWCD commissioners to update the 
conservation plan for that piece of property.  The SWCD has no control over when it receives an application from 
FSA and therefore some 2004 CRP applications may not have been forwarded (to the SWCD for approval) until 
2005.  For this reason, the Ombudsman also reviewed the 2005 SWCDs’ sales lists.  
49 Dan Towers, EHC’s president, said NRCS suggested he obtain permission from the cooperators before turning 
EHC’s customer list over to the Ombudsman.  Mr. Towers agreed to be quoted as saying “EHC does the majority of 
the business in Greene County.”  For this reason and due to time constraints, the Ombudsman chose not to exercise 
his subpoena authority to compel EHC to produce a customer list.
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It should be noted that the size of the project was not available and therefore not taken into 
consideration; the size of the project would impact the distribution of the monies.  So even 
though it may appear that specific SWCD’s services were utilized frequently, if the SWCD’s 
services were only utilized for small projects, the SWCD may not have received the bulk of 
the cost-share dollars available for the CRP projects in their county. There is also the 
potential for error [in the Ombudsman’s review of the cooperators utilizing SWCD services 
in each county] in the situations where the person renting the drill or purchasing seed was not 
the same person identified on the CRP contract as approved by the respective SWCD 
commissioners.  Regardless, the numbers reflected what the Ombudsman expected to see 
based on our review and understanding of the situations in the respective SWCDs.  
Specifically, there appears to be a direct correlation between the services and products 
offered and how they are promoted to an SWCD’s profit and the percentage of CRP projects 
utilizing one of the SWCD’s services or products.    

For example, the Jasper County SWCD has two drills, provides operators and seed (if 
requested), identifies the availability of products and services on a website and in their 
newsletter.  As a result, they either drilled or provided seed to 58.6% of the CRP projects in 
Jasper County.  

In Dallas County, the SWCD commissioner utilizes the minutes to contact potential 
customers and had sales to 25% of the CRP projects in the county.  In Greene County, EHC 
rents the drill from the Greene County SWCD and EHC’s employee also utilizes the minutes 
to contact potential customers.  (CDI and the Ombudsman also identified contractors that 
acquire the minutes from SWCDs to identify potential customers.)  EHC estimates they do 
the majority of the business in Greene County. And the Guthrie County SWCD offers only 
seed and a broadcast seeder without an operator.  They only received income from 7.6% of 
the available CRP projects.  

The Ombudsman made a request to FSA on February 2, 2006 for the amount of funds 
expended in Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper Counties for new continuous CRP contracts 
in calendar years 2004 and 2005.  We have yet to receive this information.  

Findings and Conclusions
The four SWCDs in Dallas, Greene, Guthrie and Jasper Counties provided a variety of levels and 
services for examination.  The Guthrie County SWCD offers only a broadcast seeder and seed; 
everything is handled by the state-employed secretary and there are minimal sales.  The Dallas 
County SWCD has attempted to distance the provision of services from the office by having a 
SWCD commissioner handle the orders, drilling and billing from his own home.  The Greene 
County SWCD has also attempted to distance itself from the provision of services; a non-profit 
corporation with close ties to the SWCD has assumed offering the services.  And lastly, the 
Jasper County SWCD has invested significant monies in equipment and buildings to provide 
services to its cooperators, grossing over $242,000 from the sale of services and products in one 
year.   
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The state funded projects, IFIP, REAP and WSPF, spent between 12% and 27% of the available 
funding for SWCD products or services in these counties.  CRP projects, on the other hand, 
appear to have utilized SWCD products and services at a much higher percentage.  Analyzing 
each SWCDs’ unique situation reveals the following:

Dallas County SWCD – The SWCD commissioner takes orders for drilling and seed and serves 
as the drill operator.  By utilizing the monthly minutes to identify cooperators, he has garnered 
25% of the available CRP seedings in the county.   

Greene County SWCD – Although only 3.9% of the names on their rental list can be identified 
as CRP projects, the relationship between the Greene County SWCD and EHC cannot be 
overlooked.  EHC’s president stated EHC does the majority of the business in the county.  

The large amount of seed that the Greene County SWCD gave EHC in 2004 gives EHC
advantage over contractors operating for profit.  In 2005, the Greene County SWCD purchased 
seed and resold it to EHC for the benefit of EHC.  Albeit the Greene County SWCD has not 
violated any laws and could give the seed to or purchase seed for resale for any organization they 
chose,50 EHC’s close ties with the SWCD gives the perception it has an unfair advantage.   

Guthrie County SWCD – The Guthrie County SWCD only owns a broadcast seeder.  This piece 
of equipment is not conducive to seeding the native prairie grasses utilized by many of the CRP 
projects so it is not surprising that the bulk of their income from CRP projects is from the sale of 
seed.  The smaller percentage of cooperators purchasing seed from the Guthrie County SWCD 
supports the Ombudsman’s research that seed is available from numerous sources, including the 
local grain elevator, seed corn salesman/companies, etc.   But if both drilling and seed are 
offered as one service – as illustrated in the other counties – the numbers show the SWCDs do 
more projects.  

Jasper County SWCD – The Jasper County SWCD has purchased over $55,000 worth of 
equipment since July of 2003.  In addition, they expended the same amount of money for the 
construction of a building to store equipment and seed.  The profits from their sale of services 
and products are funding this expansion. 

Conflict of Interest
Dallas County SWCD – The SWCD commissioner provides drilling services for the SWCD as 
an independent contractor.  There is no written contract between the SWCD commissioner and 
the SWCD; their working arrangement is only reflected in minutes of commissioner meetings.  
The SWCD commissioner told the Ombudsman he has been contacted by cooperators prior to 
the approval of their application by the SWCD commissioners.  He indicated he does not 

  
50 §161A.7(5) affords SWCDs the authority “[t]o obtain options upon and to acquire, by purchase, exchange, lease, 
gift, grant, bequest, devise or otherwise, any property, real or personal, or rights or interests therein; to maintain, 
administer, and improve any properties acquired, to receive income from such properties and to expend such income 
in carrying out the purposes and provisions of this chapter; and to sell, lease or otherwise dispose of any of its 
property or interests therein in furtherance of the purposes and provisions of this chapter.”
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abstain from voting because he does not influence the cooperator’s decision on which 
contractor to choose.  Nor does he abstain from voting on approving the vouchers.   

Iowa Code § 68B.2A(1), pertaining to conflicts of interest, states that a “person who serves . . . 
a political subdivision of the state shall not engage in any outside employment or activity 
which is in conflict with the person’s official duties and responsibilities.”  Paragraph “c” of 
that section further states that a conflict exists if the “outside employment or activity is subject 
to the official control, inspection, review, audit, or enforcement authority of the person, during 
the performance of the person’s duties of office or employment.”

Since the SWCD commissioner’s provision of drilling services and seed for a cooperator is 
subject to review and payment by the commissioners, this would appear to be a conflict of 
interest.

When the outside employment meets this criteria, according to §68B.2A(2), the SWCD 
commissioner shall take one of two courses of action: 

a.  Cease the outside employment or activity.
b.  Publicly disclose the existence of the conflict and refrain from taking any official 
action or performing any official duty that would detrimentally affect or create a benefit 
for the outside employment or activity. For purposes of this paragraph, "official action" 
or "official duty" includes, but is not limited to, participating in any vote, taking 
affirmative action to influence any vote, granting any license or permit, determining the 
facts or law in a contested case or rulemaking proceeding, conducting any inspection, or 
providing any other official service or thing that is not available generally to members of 
the public in order to further the interests of the outside employment or activity.

This would include refraining from voting on any aspect of a project or conservation plan.51

Greene County SWCD – EHC’s corporation summary52 identifies Dan Towers, an assistant 
commissioner, as the registered agent and president, with the address of the Green County 
SWCD.  In addition, a local farmer who works for the Greene County SWCD, (when projects 
and funding are available), is also employed by EHC.  This individual is listed as treasurer and 
a director of EHC.  Depending on the individual’s responsibilities as a SWCD employee, there 
is the possibility the individual’s outside employment relationship with EHC violates 
§68B.2A(1)(c) pertaining to conflict of interest. 

Guthrie County SWCD – The Guthrie County SWCD does not offer an operator for the 
broadcast seeder.  For this reason, it is not necessary to address whether any violations of 
§68B.2A(1) exist. 

  
51 The Ombudsman discovered that a Madison County SWCD commissioner is a contractor.  In situations where this 
commissioner has been contacted to do the work before the application approval, the commissioner abstains from 
voting.  Doing so is an appropriate method of handling a conflict of interest per the provisions of §68B.2A(2)(b).
52 Corporation information can be accessed on the Iowa Secretary of State’s website at 
http://www.sos.state.ia.us/corp/corp_search.asp.  Accessed March 20, 2006
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Jasper County SWCD – One of the two SWCD employees operating the drill is also a part-
time SWCD employee; the other individual is employed only as an equipment operator.  
Because both employees’ job duties involve being equipment operators, there is no outside 
employment and therefore, no violation of §68B.2A(1). 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The complexity of the funding programs and relationship between the FSA, NRCS, SWCD and 
DSC cannot be understated.  Each has its own job responsibilities yet they cannot perform these 
duties without each other in many instances. 

SWCDs receive no direct funding aside from approximately $2000 (to reimburse expenses), a 
state-employed secretary and possibly a district soil technician paid for through a combination of 
funds, including the DSC’s Buffer/District Initiative. 

SWCDs are authorized by statute to sell products and services.  The Ombudsman believes the 
SWCD secretaries can legally assist with the sale of products and services even though they have 
been advised not to do so by the DSC.  Offering products and services for sale not only is a 
convenience for cooperators, but a source of revenue to support the SWCD conservation efforts 
and enhance attainment of sound conservation practices in the state.  Not all SWCDs provide 
products or services; SWCD commissioners, locally elected officials, must approve doing so.  
Taking all these factors into consideration, the Ombudsman cannot conclude the sale of products 
and services by SWCDs is unreasonable.  

The Ombudsman found that the four SWCDs which were the focus of review, Dallas, Greene, 
Guthrie and Jasper, are competing in widely varying degrees with contractors.  

There is a perception by some of the cooperators interviewed by the Ombudsman that if the 
SWCD does the work, it will meet specifications.  The Ombudsman found inherent advantages 
exist for SWCDs that choose to sell seed or services: the cooperators are neighbors and friends of 
the employees in these counties; the monies returned to the SWCDs (through the sale of services 
and products) potentially benefits these same cooperators; the convenience of conducting all 
aspects of the project in one office.  The inherent and perceived advantages the SWCDs have in 
the sale of products and services may be difficult for a contractor to overcome, especially if the 
SWCD has already acquired a significant portion of the market as is the case with a couple of the 
SWCDs the Ombudsman reviewed.  Regardless of these inherent advantages, the success of 
SWCD ventures, just like that of contractors, hinges on program participation and funding, 
quality work, dedication, and promotion.  

With 100 SWCDs in Iowa, each with their own elected commissioners and each with different 
practices, priorities and fundraising activities, the Ombudsman’s findings as they relate to these 
four counties may not be applicable to all the SWCDs in Iowa.  For this reason, the Ombudsman 
cannot conclude that all SWCDs are profiting and/or have the largest share (due to inherent 
advantages) of the sale of services and products in their respective counties.  It is also impossible 
to speculate whether the cost of implementing conservation practices would increase 
significantly if SWCDs were prohibited from providing services or selling products because of 
the numerous variables related to topography, voluntary cooperation and eligibility issues.  The 
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Ombudsman’s research indicates that the practice of offering services and products for sale is not 
exclusive to Iowa; SWCDs in neighboring states are also engaging in the sale of services and 
products.

Ultimately the decision to offer products and services for sale is made by locally elected SWCD 
commissioners.  Change can take place at the local level or at the state level.  The monetary 
investment made by some SWCDs and contractors means that either status quo or passage of 
SF 180, (prohibiting SWCDs from providing services or products if the project is financed by 
state or federal monies53), has the potential to adversely impact one or the other financially.  
Prohibiting SWCDs from selling services and products will not address competition from the 
creation and proliferation of non-profit groups offering the same services and products.  

The Ombudsman recommends the following actions be taken to safeguard public monies and to 
bring SWCDs in compliance with existing laws. 

If the General Assembly chooses to make no changes to SWCDs’ statutory authority to compete:

1) The General Assembly should consider adding provisions in Chapter 11 of the Code of Iowa 
governing audits when the amount of gross revenue exceeds a specific amount.  The Auditor 
of State should be consulted as to what level of income necessitates an audit on a regular 
basis.  For example, Minnesota SWCDs are subject to audits under the oversight of the 
Office of the State Auditor.  Most Minnesota districts are audited once every two years; the 
districts with smaller budgets are usually audited every four years. 

2) The Dallas and Greene County SWCDs should address the violations of conflict of interest 
identified in this report by taking either course of action identified in §68B.2A(2).  

3) After consultation with DOR, DSC should advise and consult with the SWCDs to bring them 
into compliance with Iowa’s sales tax laws.   

Regardless of whether any action is taken by the General Assembly to SWCDs’ statutory 
authority to compete:

4) The SWCDs and state employees who work in those offices should ensure their policies and 
practices are in compliance with Iowa's Public Records Law (Chapter 22 of the Code of 
Iowa). They should obtain and utilize available resources that include:

  
53 Section 1.  Section 161A.7, Code 2005, is amended by adding the following new subsection:
NEW SUBSECTION.  6A.  The commissioners shall not furnish labor, machinery, seed or other plant materials, 
required to install a soil and water conservation practice or an erosion control practice, if the installation is financed 
by state or federal moneys, including but not limited to cost=share moneys and other financial incentives as 
provided in division V, part 2, of this chapter.  The commissioners may provide a list of private contractors who are 
available to furnish such labor, machinery, seed or other plant materials, for landowners or occupiers within the 
district.  This subsection shall not limit the commissioners from providing other assistance to landowners or 
occupiers as provided in this chapter, including planning or engineering services, or from making inspections of a 
practice being installed or after the practice is installed.
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• “Iowa Open Meetings, Open Records Handbook” published by the Iowa Freedom of 
Information Council54 for staff and commissioners.

• The Iowa Attorney General's bulletins called "Sunshine Advisories" that inform 
citizens and government officials about their rights and responsibilities regarding 
Iowa Open Meetings Law and Public Records Law.  These bulletins are available at 
http://www.state.ia.us/government/ag/Sunshine_adv/sunshine.html.    

• “Public Records 101: Basic Training”, a videotape created by the Iowa State 
Association of Counties, the Citizens’ Aide/Ombudsman, and the Attorney General’s 
Office regarding Public Records Law.  Copies are available from the Iowa State 
Association of Counties at 515-244-7181.

• Consultation with available attorney or legal representative if question or doubt 
remains after considering other resources.

  
54 http://www.drake.edu/journalism/foi/ifoi1.html Accessed March 20, 2006
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Appendices, Replies and Comments
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APPENDIX A - A Guide to Conservation Programs for Iowa Landowners
(Internet download of NRCS Brochure)

A Guide to Conservation Programs for Iowa Landowners
Your quick reference to financial and technical assistance for conservation on 
private lands.

Conservation Technical Assistance

Purpose: To assist land users to plan and install resource management systems that will 
improve and protect natural resources on their land.

Systems: Includes many different practices to reduce soil erosion; improve soil, water, and 
air quality; improve and restore wetlands; enhance fish and wildlife habitat; improve 
pasture and rangeland; reduce upstream flooding; and improve woodlands.

Eligibility: All land users may receive technical assistance from the NRCS. Land users are 
encouraged to work through their local Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) to 
become district cooperators. 

Contract: Contracts vary by programs and practices.

Contact: NRCS, SWCDs 

Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP)

Purpose: To develop and implement a conservation plan for restoration of wetlands 
previously altered for agricultural use.

Practices: Wetland restoration and wildlife habitat establishment.

Eligibility: Land that has been owned for one year and that could be restored to wetland 
conditions.

Contract: Landowners may restore wetlands with permanent easements, 30-year 
easements or 10-year contracts. Permanent easements pay 100% of the agricultural value 
of the land and 100% cost-share for restoration; 30-year easements pay 75% of the 
agricultural value and 75% cost-share for restoration; 10-year contracts pay 75% cost-
share of restoration only. Permanent or 30-year easements are recorded with property 
deeds. Ten-year contracts are not recorded with deeds.

Contact: NRCS, SWCDs

Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) 

Purpose: To provide technical and financial assistance to landowners to develop and 
implement conservation plans that address specific natural resource concerns. 
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Practices: Livestock manure management, grazing land management, soil erosion control, 
and water quality improvement practices are eligible for cost-share statewide. 

Eligibility: Agricultural producers on agricultural land are eligible. Projects are selected 
based on environmental benefits.

Contract: Up to 10 year contracts. Agricultural producers may be eligible for up to 75% 
cost-share, and up to $450,000 for all contracts for the length of the 2002 Farm Bill. 

Contact: NRCS, SWCDs, FSA

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)

Purpose: To reduce erosion, increase wildlife habitat, and improve water quality through the 
application of conservation plans (landowner sets aside cropland with annual rental 
payments).

Practices: Tree planting, grass cover, small wetland restoration, prairie restoration, and 
others.

Eligibility: Varies by soil type and crop history. For general signups, land is accepted into the 
program if the offer qualifies. Continuous signup is open for buffers, waterways, and 
environmental practices at all times. The living snow fence practice is now paying for 100-
foot wide snow catch area with a match for areas near state highways, non-floodplain 
wetlands restoration initiative, and northern bobwhite quail habitat initiative.

Contract: 10-15 years depending on the type of practice. Transferable with change in 
ownership.

Contact: FSA, SWCDs

Forest Land Enhancement Program (FLEP)

Purpose: Assist landowners to develop and implement a forest management plan.

Practices: Forest stand improvement, tree planting, site preparations for natural 
regeneration, agro forage, watershed protection, wildlife habitat improvement, invasive 
species control, savanna restoration and forest stewardship planning.

Eligibility: Landowners with two or more acres.

Contract: Agree to maintain practices for estimated life span. A management plan is 
required. Up to 75 percent.

Contact: DNR

Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP) 

Purpose: To develop or improve fish and wildlife habitat on privately owned land through 
the application of a conservation plan.
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Practices: Seeding, tree and shrub plantings, fencing, instream structures, and prairie 
restoration.

Eligibility: Almost any type of land is eligible, including agricultural and non-agricultural 
land, woodlots, pastures, and streambanks.

Contract: Usually 5-10 years to install and maintain the habitat. Up to 60% of restoration 
costs, to a maximum of $25,000. Other organizations may provide the remaining 40% cost-
share.

Contact: NRCS, SWCDs

Conservation Security Program (CSP)

Purpose: To reward farmers and landowners for past conservation work and provide 
technical and financial assistance to help develop conservation plans that address specific 
natural resource concerns and complete more conservation work.

Practices: Existing and new stewardship practices and activities.

Eligibility: Most agricultural land in Iowa will be eligible, except for land in WRP, CRP and 
GRP. Signup is open on a watershed-by-watershed basis.

Contract: 5-10 year contracts in three different tiers of participation. The maximum annual 
payment ranges from $20,000 to $45,000 per year. 

Contact: NRCS, SWCDs, FSA 

State Cost-Share

Purpose: To provide cost-share or incentives on permanent and management conservation 
practices to control erosion and reduce sediment.

Practices: SWCDs set priorities for practices to fund. Examples include terraces, waterways, 
and structures.

Eligibility: Any landowner who is a district cooperator and enters into a voluntary agreement 
with the district to install and maintain an approved conservation practice.

Contracts: Up to 50% cost-share and up to a 20-year maintenance agreement.

Contacts: DSC, SWCDs, NRCS

Note: DSC funds are administered through local SWCDs.

State Watershed Protection Practices
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Purpose: Resource Enhancement and Protection (REAP) funds and Iowa Watershed 
Protection Program (WSPF) provide cost-share or incentives to address local water quality 
protection needs.

Practices: Each SWCD sets priorities for practices. Examples include tree plantings, 
windbreaks, land use conversion practices, and traditional erosion control practices.

Eligibility: Landowners who are SWCD cooperators and enter into voluntary agreements 
with the district to install and maintain approved conservation practices contained in a 
conservation plan.

Contracts: Up to 75% cost-share and up to a 20-year maintenance agreement.

Contacts: DSC, SWCDs, NRCS

Note: DSC funds are administered through local SWCDs.

Iowa Water Protection Fund (REAP)

Purpose: To provide funding for water quality improvement practices in watersheds above 
priority lakes and streams, and to protect ground water.

Practices: Land treatment and nutrient management practices, such as terraces, waterways, 
grade stabilization, stream bank stabilization, manure management, integrated crop 
management, etc.

Eligibility: SWCDs, landowners, and operators in approved Water Quality Projects.

Contract: Permanent practices require 20-year maintenance agreements. Management 
practices require performance agreements.

Contacts: DSC, SWCDs, NRCS

Iowa District Initiative

Purpose: To provide funding to accelerate the implementation of federal conservation 
programs to protect water quality and fragile land.

Practices: All of the practices available through EQIP, WHIP, WRP, and continuous CRP, 
including buffer strips, waterways, riparian buffers, contour buffer strips, shallow water 
areas for wildlife, wellhead protection, etc.

Eligibility: Landowners with land that qualifies for federal conservation programs.

Contract: 10-15 years, the length of the CRP contract.

Contact: DSC, SWCDs, NRCS

State Loan Program
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Purpose: To provide no interest loans to eligible landowners for the construction of 
permanent soil conservation practices contained in a conservation plan.

Practices: SWCDs set priorities for practices to fund. Examples include terraces, waterways, 
and structures.

Eligibility: Landowners must be able to secure the loan, be capable of repaying the loan, 
and be a cooperator with the SWCD. 

Contracts for conservation practices: Cooperators may borrow up to $10,000 for a 10-year 
period and sign a 20-year maintenance agreement.

Contracts for livestock program: Minimum loan of $10,000; Lifespan not to exceed 20 years 
and plans must be approved by the DNR.

Contacts: SWCDs, DSC, NRCS

Note: DSC funds are administered through local SWCDs.

Local Water Protection Loan Program

Purpose: Provide loans for permanent soil conservation practices that are designed to 
improve water quality and to prevent surface water runoff from open feedlots.

Eligibility: Under federal guidelines, loan funds cannot be used for projects in concentrated 
animal feed operations (CAFOs).

Contacts: SWCDs, DSC, NRCS

On-site Wastewater Assistance Fund

Purpose: To provide low interest loans to repair or replace on-site septic systems.

Eligibility: Landowners must be able to secure the loan, be capable of repaying the loan and 
be approved by the county.

Contracts: Landowners may borrow from $2,000 to $10,000 for up to 10 years.

Contacts: County, DNR

Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program

Purpose: Provide incentives to landowners to establish wetlands for water quality 
improvement in the tile-drained regions of Iowa. 

Practices: Wetland restoration and adjacent buffer establishment.

Eligibility: Enrollment is on a continuous basis. Eligible land must be in one of thirty-seven 
counties in North-Central Iowa, and must meet the basic eligibility requirements for USDA’s 
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Conservation Reserve Program. Eligible lands must be in landscape positions to intercept 
significant tile flow while not obstructing normal drainage.

Contract: Landowners will enter a 15-year contract with USDA as under the Continuous 
CRP. State funds will be used for additional one-time, up-front incentive payments to 
encourage participating landowners to enter into a required additional 15-year agreement or 
permanent easement. USDA and State funds will provide for 100% cost-share.

Contact: SWCDs, DSC, FSA, NRCS

Shelterbelt Program

Purpose: To provide funding for tree and shrub planting for energy conservation and wildlife 
habitat.

Practices: Funding to establish new or expand existing tree and shrub shelterbelts around 
farmsteads or feedlots for energy conservation benefits.

Eligibility: Statewide. Plantings must be around occupied farmsteads and feedlots.

Contract: Iowa DNR provides up to 75% of total cost, not to exceed $200 per row, for 8- to 
14-row shelterbelts. Trees and shrubs must be planted around farmsteads or feedlots for 
energy conservation benefits.

Contacts: DNR

Farm Pond Program 

Purpose: To provide quality fishing opportunities for licensed anglers.

Eligibility: DNR will provide fish free of charge if ponds meet the following criteria: new or 
renovated and free of fish; surface area of at least 1/2 acre; maximum depth of at least 8 
feet; fenced to exclude livestock with a 60 foot minimum buffer between pond edge and 
fence.

Contract: Landowner signs agreement to follow recommendations regarding management of 
the pond and adjacent wildlife area. 

Contacts: DNR

EPA Section 319 Program

Purpose: To provide funding for watershed-based water quality projects that demonstrate 
and implement conservation practices to protect priority water bodies from agricultural and 
other nonpoint pollution sources.

Practices: Funds can be used for a variety of traditional and innovative conservation 
practices that provide water quality benefits.
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Eligibility: Individual landowners and legal entities such as non-profit organizations and 
communities participating in U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Section 319 water 
quality projects.

Contract: Funding for conservation practices is typically administered through contracts with 
local SWCDs.

Contacts: Iowa DNR, SWCD, EPA

Debt Cancellation Conservation Contract 
(Debt for Nature)

Purpose: To provide opportunity to cancel a portion of indebtedness in exchange for a 
conservation contract.

Eligibility: Landowner must owe the FSA and have marginal croplands or other 
environmentally sensitive lands for conservation, recreation, and wildlife purposes.

Contract: 10, 30 or 50 years.

Contacts: FSA, FWS

FWS Programs

The FWS offers two types of programs to Iowa landowners, including land acquisition and 
technical assistance. For more specifics contact the Iowa Private Lands Coordinator, P.O. 
Box 399, Prairie City, IA 50228, phone, 515.994.3400. 

Where to Go for Assistance

The NRCS, DSC, and local SWCD staff are located at the local USDA Service Center in every 
county in Iowa. They provide free technical assistance on a voluntary basis to landowners to 
help them conserve and protect the soil, water, wildlife, and other natural resources on their 
land.

The Iowa DNR Forestry Bureau has 13 district forestry offices that provide free technical 
assistance to landowners in establishing new tree and riparian buffer strip plantings, and in 
woodland management planning and timber stand improvements. Landowners may 
purchase select seedlings at cost from the State Forest Nursery at 1-800-865-2477. Iowa 
DNR biologists also provide conservation assistance to landowners throughout the state. 

Numerous other organizations and agencies provide conservation assistance or programs, 
including local Pheasants Forever Chapters, Ducks Unlimited, the Nature Conservancy, the 
Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation, Iowa State University Extension, and Resource 
Conservation and Development offices. Contact your local NRCS office for ideas and local 
contact information.

Abbreviations of Conservation Agencies 
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NRCS—USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
www.ia.nrcs.usda.gov

SWCDs— Soil and Water Conservation Districts
(See DSC website)

DSC—Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship, Division of Soil Conservation
www.agriculture.state.ia.us/soilconservation.html

FSA—USDA Farm Service Agency
www.fsa.usda.gov/ia

Iowa DNR—Iowa Department of Natural Resources
www.iowadnr.com

FWS—U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
www.fws.gov



APPENDIX B - Memo provided by Jim Gillespie, Bureau Chief, IDALS’ DSC Field Services Bureau
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APPENDIX C – Interoffice communication issued March 9, 2004 by William 
A. Ehm, Director, IDALS’ Division of Soil Conservation
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Reply by Kenneth R Tow, Director, Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land 
Stewardship 
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Reply by Alan M. Frederick, Chairperson, Green County Soil & Water Conservation 
District
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Reply by Cathy Sheeder, State Secretary, Guthrie County Soil & Water 
Conservation District
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Ombudsman’s Comments to Replies     March 31, 2006

Agency Reply Ombudsman Comment
IDALS

1. In the acronym guide sheet on page 3, we 
believe that SRF is meant to refer to the 
“State Revolving Fund.”  

2. The last paragraph on page 8 implies that 
the EQIP and WHIP programs are 
administered by the Farm Service 
Agency (FSA).  They are administered 
by the USDA’s Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS). 

3. We have concerns with the second 
paragraph on page 13.  We agree that 
161A.3(6) defines SWCD’s as 
“governmental subdivisions of this 
state…” but have always believed that 
language to be synonymous with 
“political subdivisions.”  We believe that 
SWCD’s are a governmental subdivision 
of the State of Iowa. 

4. In the paragraph discussing the Greene 
County SWCD on page 34 of the report, 
statements in the paragraph inferring that 
the local farmer is or might be a DSC 
employ are incorrect.  The only DSC 
employee in that office is our State 
Secretary.  

5. In finding # 1 on page 36 of the report, 
the firth word – “considers” – should be 
“consider.”

6. Also on page 36 of the report in finding 
#2, we believe the statement incorrectly 
refers to the Jasper SWCD and should 
read “Dallas and Greene County 
SWCDs.”

1. Agreed.  Report changed to 
reflect this correction. 

2. Agreed.  Report changed to 
reflect this correction. 

3. The definition or use of the 
term “political subdivisions” 
varies in the Code of Iowa.  
The SWCDs do not meet the 
definition of a “political 
subdivision” under §23A.1(1), 
which means only “a city, 
county, or school corporation.”  
No change made to the report.  

4. Agreed.  Report has been 
changed to reflect that the local 
farmer is an SWCD employee.

5. Agreed.  Report has been 
changed to reflect this 
correction.  

6. Agreed.  Report has been 
changed to reflect this 
correction. 
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Agency Reply Ombudsman Comment
Greene County SWCD

1. On page 10 under Federal Cost-Share 
Funding midway through the last 
paragraph of the report is the statement: 
“The SWCDs’ role in these four 
programs is limited to the SWCD 
commissioners approving the contract 
and updating the conservation plan.”  
However, Greene SWCD DOES NOT 
write or approve contracts.  Contracts are 
developed by NRCS federal staff; and 
funds are obligated from the NRCS 
(federal) state level.  The SWCD does 
approve the conservation plans.

2. The employee hired by the district who 
also works with the Environmental 
Habitat Corp has not worked on any state 
or federal cost-sharing projects that 
involve seeding since EHC has taken 
over the custom seeding business in 
spring of 2004.  

3. Dan Towers resigned his position as 
assistant commissioner at the March 28, 
2006 meeting.  

1. The report does not indicate 
the SWCD has any role in 
writing the contracts.  While 
the Greene County SWCD 
may not approve contracts, 
other SWCDs used the 
terminology “approving 
contracts” when interviewed 
by the Ombudsman.  The word 
“possibly” has been added to 
the report in reference to 
approving the contract to 
address this issue.

2. Noted but no change made to 
the report.

3. Noted but no change made in 
the report.  

Guthrie County SWCD
Received an email indicating the SWCD has no 
“formal” response to the report.  


